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Introduction: We describe the Oracle mission to 
the Themis family, which would leverage Nature’s rock 
hammer (i.e., a catastrophic impact) to piece together 
the evolutionary history of icy asteroid interiors and 
shed light on the distribution and history of water and 
organics in the inner solar system. Here, we discuss the 
science that could be accomplished with a Themis 
family tour and how it would contribute to NASA’s 
science goals and complement past and future NASA 
small bodies missions, and briefly discuss next steps. 

The Themis asteroid family is telescopically well-
studied, in part because of its unique composition and 
the formation history. The Themis family parent body 
was possibly a differentiated icy asteroid ~400 km in 
diameter, which was catastrophically disrupted by a 
large impact about 1.0-2.5 Gya [e.g., 1]. Present day 
observations of fragments the Themis family suggest 
that they are largely C type asteroids, rich in ice and 
organic compounds [2, 3]. The semi-major axes of the 
Themis family are shown in Fig. 1 compared to all main 
belt asteroids. Moreover, at least two Main Belt Comets 
(MBCs), 7968 Elst-Pizarro and 118401 LINEAR, are 
part of the Themis family, though activity has not been 
detected at 24 Themis itself [e.g., 4, and references 
therein]. This supports the hypothesis that the Themis 
family parent body may have had a global ice layer due 
to ice/rock fractionation (e.g., Fig. 2, [5]).  

Figure 2. Histogram of asteroids from the IAU Minor 
Planet Center catalog binned by semi- major axis (gray). 
Dashed gray lines are asteroid/Jupiter resonances. 
Themis family members (black) from the PDS archive 
of [6]. Vesta and Ceres are shown for reference.  
 

Mission Science Goals:  We identified six high 
priority science objectives that could be achieved by a 

Themis asteroid family mission. These science 
objectives trace back to the 2014 NASA Science Plan 
[7], and are shown in Table 1. These science goals are 
relevant to the Decadal Survey Priority Questions 3,4, 
and 10 [8].  

 

Figure 2. Possible Themis parent body composition and 
the origin of MBCs, as posulated in [5]. Figure from [9]. 
 

Themis Mission Science Goals Related to the 
Current State of the Field: Studying 24 Themis and 
other members of the Themis family will provide an 
opportunity to understand how ice and organic-rich 
asteroids form, migrate, and evolve. This is key for 
understanding the nature of the supply of water to the 
inner solar system.  

Studying 24 Themis and an MBC family member 
would place these objects in context with Ceres, another 
icy asteroid. Ceres also has a wealth of remote sensing 
data thanks to the Dawn mission. Dawn detected 
organics on the surface of Ceres, as well as salt deposits 
likely to be evaporites [e.g., 10] from past 
interior/surface interaction. Dawn also revealed 
tantalizing hints about Ceres’ current activity [e.g., 11-
13]; however, Dawn was not equipped to definitively 
measure Ceres’ current outgassing rate. Ceres may have 
also undergone significant ice-rock fractionation based 
on current interior evolution hypotheses [14, 15]. While 
Themis parent body was likely not large enough to 
undergo the same extent of chemical and physical 
differentiation as Ceres, studying the Themis family as 
a roadcut of an icy-asteroid interior would provide 
complementary data to Dawn on how asteroid ice-rock 
fractionation occurs. This is essential for understanding 
the abundance and availability of ice and organics in the 
asteroid belt that could delivered to the inner solar 
system.  

Studying the interior of an icy asteroid would also 
complement results from Dawn at Vesta, which 
confirmed that lithic-asteroid mantle material was 
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partially exposed at the surface and the most likely 
source of HED meteorites [16].  

The goals of Oracle complement the science that the 
future Discovery missions Lucy and Psyche are set to 
return. Lucy’s tour is focused on Trojan asteroids, 
which are currently thought to be from a different 
reservoir of small bodies than the MBCs and icy 
asteroids [e.g., 4, and references therein]. Returning 
comparable surface chemical measurements from 
Oracle would allow for a comparative study between 
these two types of icy small bodies. Additionally, the 
Psyche mission’s target, asteroid 16 Psyche, is currently 
thought to be a metallic core of a previously larger 
asteroid [17]. Thus, 24 Themis is the icy side of the coin 
from Psyche. Studying both would present a 
complementary rocky vs. icy picture of asteroid interior 
evolution. 

Next Steps: The next logical step for the Oracle 
mission concept is to explore mission architectures that 
would achieve the science goals we identify here. We 
are collaborating with the University of Colorado’s 
ASEN5148 Spacecraft Design course to explore  
 
Table 1. Science goals for the Oracle mission concept.  

preliminary mission architectures and evaluate how  
they would accomplish Oracle’s science goals. We will 
report on our progress at the conference. 
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NASA Science Plan  Science Goal Key Questions Science Objective 

Explore and observe the 
objects in the solar system to 
understand how they form 
and evolve (#1/5 from [7]) 

From where did water 
and organics in the 
asteroid belt originate? 

Did evolved, ice-rich protoplanets form in 
situ, migrate from the outer to inner solar 
system, or did some of their components 
migrate from the outer to inner solar 
system? 

1. Determine where the Themis 
parent body and/or its components 
formed: in its current orbit in the 
Main Belt or in the outer solar 
system. 

Advance the understanding of 
how the chemical and 
physical processes in our 
solar system operate, interact, 
and evolve (#2/5 [7]) 

How have water and 
organics in the asteroid 
belt been processed 
over time? 

Via what processes did the interiors of ice-
rich protoplanets evolve: did they undergo 
significant ice/rock fractionation or form a 
mudball? 

2. Determine whether the Themis 
parent body was differentiated and, 
if so, to what extent, via identifying 
and interpreting compositional 
differences between Themis and 
additional daughter bodies. 

What processes occur on the surfaces of 
Themis family members, and how do they 
compare to those on the surfaces of comets? 

3. Discriminate between 
mechanisms for outgassing on 
Themis in comparison to active 
daughter bodies, and distinguish 
how they differ from comets. 

Where were water and organics distributed 
throughout the Themis parent body? 

4. Determine if 24 Themis’ surficial 
composition is representative of 
composition at meter and kilometer 
scale depths. 

Explore and find locations 
where life could have existed 
or could exist today (#3/5 
from [7]) 

How are water and 
organics distributed in 
the asteroid belt today? 

Is the 3-micron absorption on Themis' 
surface from surficial water ice? 

5. Distinguish between water ice or 
hydrated minerals as the 
compositional component(s) 
responsible for the 3 micron 
absorption on 24 Themis' surface. 

Does exogenic organic contamination play a 
large role on the surfaces of asteroids? 

6. Determine whether exogenic 
organic contamination is present in 
the regolith of 24 Themis and 
additional daughter bodies, in 
comparison to the composition at m 
and km-scale depths. 
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